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***** Print on Demand *****.In this best-selling book, author Mercedes Kirkel is led by Mary
Magdalene into the practices of sacred sexuality. SUBLIME UNION offers Mary s full instruction,
interwoven with Kirkel s stirring story of applying the teachings with her partner. Building on the
messages offered in MARY MAGDALENE BECKONS (Book One of The Magdalene Teachings), readers
are now given the second key piece to embodying the union of the Divine Feminine and Masculine.
Mary sheds light on the path of sacred sexuality--which has remained largely hidden until now-offering the means to greater fulfillment in relationships while uniting spirituality and intimacy.
Best of all, the instruction happens in the context of a riveting, real-life account, making this both a
sacred sexuality manual and erotic memoir. SUBLIME UNION is the book we ve all been waiting for.
I highly recommend this thrilling read. --Christiane Northrup, MD, bestselling author Women s
Bodies, Women s Wisdom . . . Mercedes Kirkel is one of the clearest channels of Mary Magdalene
known to humankind. SUBLIME UNION is an extraordinary and thorough work. --Michael Mirdad,
author An Introduction to Tantra...
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Reviews
It is great and fantastic. It can be writter in easy phrases and never hard to understand. You will not really feel monotony at at any time of your respective
time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you request me).
-- Michel Ha lvor son
This publication may be really worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom Its been printed in an exceptionally
easy way in fact it is simply after i finished reading this publication by which basically modified me, affect the way i really believe.
-- Tr oy Dietr ich DDS
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